Abstract-According to the problem of K value and initial cluster centers selection difficult on K-means clustering algorithm, form essential characteristics of the complex network, the fault samples can be abstracted into network nodes, and the connection between samples can be abstracted into edge, and then the network model of fault data can be established .Failure data network model is divided into several regions self-organizing feature map (SOM) network. K value can be determined from the maximum value which is selected in different division result by the use of community modularity at the same time. Complex network node correlation degrees can be calculated to select important nodes as initial clustering center, then by means of K-means clustering realizing clustering diagnosis. This study is applied to rolling bearing clustering the diagnosis examples and has good effect of fault diagnosis.
I. INTRODUCTION
Rolling bearing as a kind of general connection and transfer power parts in mechanical equipment plays an important role in almost any large equipment. When the equipment is running, Wear, fatigue, corrosion, overload and other reasons may cause the rolling bearing inner ring, outer ring and rolling elements damage. How to extract effective information in a number of fault information so that they could identify and distinguish state between normal and abnormal system (failure).because efficient troubleshooting is a problem which is very concerned by academia and industry. At present, the rotating machinery fault diagnosis research mostly take the method of neural network [1] , Bayesian classification [2] , support vector machine [3] , the rough set theory [4] , k-means clustering [5] and so on, all kinds of methods have different advantages and disadvantages. The final clustering results of K-means clustering algorithm, to some extent, depend on the choice of K value and initial cluster centers. While selecting different K value and initial cluster centers, clustering effect is different. Due to fault types are often unknown in the process of actual fault diagnosis and fault data is going to be divided into the number of categories, which user is not known. Under the condition of the number of clusters unknown to people, they often need to combine other algorithm get clustering number. That is, the value of K. Therefore, the certainty of K value is especially important in k-means algorithm. K-means clustering algorithm is heavily dependent on the initial clustering center choice. The traditional methods of selecting initial center such as: experience choose representative point, calculation method of center of gravity [6] , "Density" method, before using the K a sample point as a representative point [7] , etc. Experience choose representative point is very easy to create the clustering result into local optimal solution and even lead to wrong clustering result, computing center of gravity method choose clustering center is slow, etc.
In view of these disadvantages, in order to more rapidly and accurately find K value and initial clustering center of K-means clustering algorithm, this paper proposes a method that Improving K-means clustering method based on SOM network. Firstly, extracts feature vector, calculated node connection matrix, and fault data network model can be established. Network is divided into several data areas by using SOM network [8, 9] . According to complex network community structure modularity judges type number of faults for K-means algorithm looking for the K value, then the use of complex network degree of the sample data selection clustering center, finally, finishing clustering analysis by using K-means clustering algorithm. Through the example analysis shows that, Complex network community structure modularity is able to accurate select K values in k-means clustering algorithm. Compared with traditional selecting initial cluster center of K-means clustering algorithm method, In this paper, the use of complex networks degrees select cluster centers intuitive, clear and has a higher fault recognition rate, at the same time avoid the shortcomings of traditional methods.
Improving K-means clustering method based on SOM network verify a new method for the selection of K value and initial cluster center.
II. IMPROVED K-MEANS CLUSTERING ALGORITHM
K-means clustering algorithm is an indirect clustering method based on the similarity of sample between measures, belonging to the unsupervised learning method. K as a parameter in the process of this algorithm, n data samples are divided into k classes, in order to make within the cluster have high similarity and the degree of similarity between clusters is relatively low. According to the Euclidean distance calculation between each sample degree similarity, firstly, this algorithm chooses k objects, and each object represents a clustering center of mass. According to the distance between the object and each clustering center, the rest objects are assigned to they most similar clustering separately, repeat the process, until the n objects are assigned to complete. K value is set by the user in k-means clustering algorithm, and the K value is difficult to directly identify in practical application, especially when the data amount large, how to identify the value of K will be a very great problem. When the K value select is different, the clustering result is different, through test K value to obtain in many methods, and these methods not have an accurate judgment basis. Therefore, in order to get the correct clustering result, it is important to determine the value of K. Initial cluster center select improper is very easy to cause the clustering result to fall into a local optimal solution or even lead to error in the result of clustering. In this paper, the initial clustering center is determined by the application of complex network node correlation degree [10] , each node correlation degree is calculated in the network model, and chooses K important nodes as the initial clustering centers, at the same time network can clearly reflect relationship between the nodes, avoiding the defect of traditional methods.
A. Establish Fault Data Network Model
Complex network [11] is an abstraction and description about complicated system, any complex system contains a large number of units, when the units were abstracted into nodes, the relationship between units were abstracted for edge, and they can be research as a complex network. According to the complex network properties, the node can represent anything, we can know the nodes' relationship by the node analysis, different mechanical fault types' samples can be regarded as one complex network, and each sample is a node in the network. Through the analysis of the relationship between the complex networks' nodes can achieve the sample classification and diagnosis. Along with the intensive study of complex network as well as experiment, people found the nodes in the network, and the connection relationship between these nodes are often not be out of order, but contains some rules, most networks have a common nature --community structure [11] . Community structure includes module class, crowd, group and other meanings, the nodes connection are more compact in internal community structure, but connection between the community structures are sparse. Community structure of complex network model [11] as shown in figure 1.
com m unity structure 1 com m unity structure 2 com m unity structure 3 Through the field monitoring, we can collection dynamic fault information to extract the characteristic quantities of different fault types and component failure samples. Fault samples can be abstracted into network nodes, and the connection between samples can be abstracted into edge, so different fault types samples be seen as a network structure.
To collect the fault data composed of sample collection
, each sample has p attribute, namely
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the relationship between i x and j x with similarity ij a A ∈ representation, each data sample i x as "node"; the link between the data samples can be expressed as "relations", then the data structure can be expressed into a weighted undirected network [12] ( , ) G X A . Comparison of similarity of different modes can be transformed into comparing distance of the two vectors. Generally speaking, ij a is the function that the distance between sample i x and j x . The principle of similarity function [12] design is that the network has good block structure (block inside as close as possible similarity, similarity degree between blocks is differences large). In this paper, it is defined as:
exp ( 10 ) ij ij 
So far, we can get fault data network model ( , ) G X A .
B. Community Division based on SOM Network
Community modularity [13] is that a measure of quality of the network partition metrics introduced by Newman. Fault data network is divided by SOM network C community.SOM network is that with self-learning function and it can simulate function of the human brain neural networks. SOM network is consisting of input layer and output layer. When SOM network accept outside input, input data will divided into different regions and each region has a different response characteristics of input mode, which different kinds of signal incentive is responded to different neurons that use the best way. This process is accomplished through unsupervised and adaptive. The purpose of clustering is that similar sample are classified as a class and not similar sample are separated, so we can realize pattern sample within the category of similar and inter-class separation. Because training sample of unsupervised learning do not contain expect output, so a sample input mode should belong to which category will not have any prior knowledge.
The SOM network structure [8] as shown in the Figure  2 , which consists of input and output layers. Generally, the output layer is form of two-dimensional array, and input layer and output layer node are completed mutual connection. ≤ , we will finish training. Otherwise, it will turn to step (2) continue training. The above this self-organizing clustering complete in independent and under condition of without supervision.
According to SOM network classification results, we make p x and q x for get two subsets in the clustering obtain C set. The degree of similarity between two subsets is defined as pq e [11] :
When p q = , pp e is between subset within p X a similarity measure. When p q ≠ , pq e is subset between P X and q X similarity measure. We can define a symmetric matrix ( ) ij E e = of k k × dimension. At the same time, we draw on the concept of complex network community modularity that it is defined as Q : 
In this formula, the , Q value larger shows community structure more obvious. We can with fault data as complex network structure, so that each community can be seen as each type of fault. It is used of Modularity Q value bigger show the community structure is more obvious, so as to determine community number, which the result can for k-means clustering algorithm provide for K value and solve the K value acquisition difficulties problem.
C. Degree of Complex Network
The degree of complex network [14, 15] is a concept about node. The correlation degree between two adjacent nodes is determined by their share of edge, the node degree of i with i k said, which defined as the number of branches of the side connected with node i. Visual point of view, the greater the degree of a node is, the more important it is in the k-means algorithm.
We use node degree selection method to select the cluster center in the k-means algorithm. This paper extract characteristic parameter for the normal, inner ring and outer fault three fault types and component fault samples set. Each sample can be abstracted into network nodes, and the connection between samples can be abstracted into edge. According to the definition of the judgment factor, we will be greater than or equal to the judgment factor as 1, showing that two nodes have connection, less than it to 0, showing that there has been no connection. Complex network structure can be abstracted into a diagram. In this diagram, we can calculate each node degree, and then find out the biggest k node degree. This is what we are looking for clustering center.
Thus, Improving K-means clustering diagnosis method based on SOM network described as follows: Step1: Collection of fault data, extraction feature component failure sample set; Step2: Input fault data to construct the similarity matrix A , fault data network model ( , ) G X A is established; Step3: Fault data network is divided into C community makes use of SOM network; Step4: Calculation of network model community modularity for k-means clustering algorithm provides the K value; Step5: Select appropriate judgment factor to calculate the degree of each node in the network model; Step6: Find out K the maximum node degree as the initial cluster centers of K-means clustering algorithm; Step7: K-means clustering to realize fault diagnosis.
III. ROLLING BEARING FAULT PATTERN RECOGNITION EXAMPLE
Take rolling bearing fault diagnosis for example, Spectra Quest Company (USA) machinery fault simulator table as rolling bearing experiment equipment, in order to verify the validity of this method above. As shown in figure 4 , the rotor-bearing system is driven 3 HP frequency conversion motor. The right side with rolling bearings fault, the left side is the normal bearing in the same condition. We set rotation frequency of the shaft for 30Hz and sampling frequency for 12 KHz in the process of experiment, and using the Austrian Dewetron company DEWE-16 channel high-precision test system. The mechanical fault simulator experiment as shown in figure  4 . We collect normal bearing, inner ring fault and outer ring failure vibration signal of three states in the same condition. Collected vibration signal are processed with empirical mode decomposition (EMD) [16, 17] . The inner ring fault signal by EMD as shown in the figure.
According to formula (8) , (9) and (10), we can calculate the energy entropy value that EMD get intrinsic mode function of time sequence ( 1, 2, )
In this paper, we extract 50 samples from each fault type to form 150 x 1 sample set. Normal bearings, inner ring fault and outer ring fault samples be abstracted into a complex network, each sample as complex network a node, connection between sample and sample is abstract for edge, so complex network model ( , ) G X A with 150 nodes. First, according to formula (1) and (2) ,we establish a connection matrix A that it is a symmetric matrix of 150x150, and all zeros are on the main diagonal, As is shown in table I.
Failure data network model is divided into several regions by SOM network. Its division results as shown in figure 6 .
According to formula (6) and (7) , when k take different value, we can calculate the corresponding modularity value of Q. The results are shown in Figure7:
The figure7 shows that when divide three communities, modularity Q value is the maximum, and we think that the ideal community division should be clustered into three categories. So we can determine contain three kinds of fault types in the failure data network model. This result is consistent with the experiment. It proves that this paper proposed method can find K value for K-means clustering algorithm.
According to the K value offered above, randomly select K initial cluster centers to K-means clustering algorithm. Take 0-50 as normal bearing, 51-100 as inner ring fault and 101-150 as outer ring fault. The results are shown in figure 8 .
It is known that the clustering results are poor in the figure 8. In the paper, we select initial cluster center by the complex networks degree. To calculate the size of the degree of each node in the network, setting a factor φ , when the connection matrix A value is larger than φ , it is set to 1 and smaller than φ is set to 0. Because factor φ has no definite standard, therefore, we begin to take 0. 
K=4
k=3 k=2 As shown in Figure 9 , we take the largest number of nodes degrees respective for 29 x , 83 x , 135 x , namely as the initial clustering center. Then K-means clustering, the cluster effect is shown in Figure 10 . Basically, all kinds of fault can be distinguished. This paper proposes that complex network degree can select the initial cluster centers for K-means clustering algorithm, and can be applied in rolling bearing pattern recognition. In this paper, we compute accuracy rate of improve K-means clustering method and K-means clustering methods, as shown in Table II : Table II shows that improving K-means clustering diagnosis method based on SOM network in normal, inner ring failure, outer ring failure, the overall accuracy rate are higher than the traditional K-means clustering algorithm. This study proves that the algorithm proposed in the paper has good fault diagnosis effect and it can be applied in the fault diagnosis.
V. CONCLUSION
According to the disadvantages of k-means clustering algorithm in selecting K value and initial clustering center, the paper expects to take advantage of the characteristics of complex network to abstract fault samples into the network nodes and the connection between samples is abstracted into edge, then the network model of fault data can be established. Failure data network model are divided into several regions by using SOM network, and then we can make use of complex network modularity to determine the corresponding classification results in different categories. When Q value the maximum, according to the classification result for K-means clustering algorithm determine K value. Complex network degree is used to calculate the size of the degree of each node, and select K clustering initial center. Compared with the traditional K-means clustering method applied to rolling bearing fault diagnosis examples, it proves that our method has higher accuracy rate. The improves K-means clustering method based on SOM network provides a new way for selecting K value and initial clustering center.
